Introduction {#sec1-2041669519834042}
============

The History of Colour--Shape Correspondences {#sec2-2041669519834042}
--------------------------------------------

Historical accounts of colour--shape correspondences usually begin with the Russian artist Wassily Kandinsky---a pioneer of modern abstract art and a key member of the Bauhaus collective. In search of a universal visual language, Kandinsky believed that lines, shapes, colours, and even music were not only essential to this endeavour, but fundamentally intertwined. Furthermore, he believed that a translation existed between graphical features (e.g., lines) and nongraphical dimensions such as colour, music, perception, emotions, and even spiritual intuition ([@bibr30-2041669519834042], 1926/1994; [@bibr36-2041669519834042]). This notion of *translations* can be understood in many ways akin, at least in spirit, to the phenomenological and emotional associations between perceptual features and dimensions that have been documented in the case of crossmodal correspondences and, to a certain extent, in research on synaesthesia. Indeed, it has been suggested that Kandinsky may have been a synaesthete ([@bibr29-2041669519834042], though see also [@bibr23-2041669519834042]).

The simplification of colour and form to primary shapes and colours was a key process for Kandinsky and other Bauhaus artists whose aim was to create an ideal means of communicating visually in the fields of both art and design ([@bibr25-2041669519834042], [@bibr26-2041669519834042]). In 1923, borrowing from the relevant experimental psychological methods of the time, Kandinsky famously handed out a questionnaire to workshop participants that involved his Bauhaus contemporaries answering which of three presented colours (red, blue, yellow) they would choose as the best match for a square, a triangle, and a circle. For Kandinsky, and a number of his contemporaries, a triangle was associated with yellow, a square was associated with red, and a circle was associated with blue ([@bibr20-2041669519834042]). However, these associations have not always been chosen most frequently in recent research, which more commonly finds two other sets of associations, shown in [Figure 1](#fig1-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}. Out of the six combinations possible for the Kandinsky colours and shapes, the dissident, association, and Kandinsky correspondences are the three most commonly chosen combinations across experiments (for a review of modern empirical findings on colour--shape correspondences, see [@bibr15-2041669519834042]). But when colours are restricted to the three Kandinsky colours (e.g., [@bibr12-2041669519834042]; [@bibr25-2041669519834042]), this also means that individuals may not be able to pick the colour that they truly feel best matches the shape. Figure 1.Kandinsky\'s colour--shape correspondences (yellow-triangle, red-square, blue-circle) together with two other configurations often found in more recent research on colour--shape correspondences. The dissident correspondences (yellow-triangle, blue-square, red-circle) are so named after those members of the Bauhaus movement who disagreed with Kandinsky\'s correspondences (see [@bibr20-2041669519834042]). Chen et al. refer to them as the "Japanese colour--shape association\[s\]" (2015d, p. 2) or "the Japanese flag effect" (2015a, p. 5) because they consistently reappear in their research on Japanese participants. The association correspondences (red-triangle, blue-square, yellow-circle) are named after [@bibr25-2041669519834042] suggestion that individuals choose combinations based on specific real-world object associations relevant to Jacobsen\'s German sample (e.g., sun---yellow circle, warning signal---red triangle; cf. [@bibr52-2041669519834042]).

Modern Empirical Findings on Colour--Shape Correspondences {#sec3-2041669519834042}
----------------------------------------------------------

[@bibr25-2041669519834042] found the association correspondences to be the most commonly chosen and the Kandinsky correspondences to be one of the least often chosen. [@bibr27-2041669519834042] study reported that the dissident, association, and Kandinsky correspondences were matched in that order with descending frequency. Meanwhile, Kharkhurin ([@bibr32-2041669519834042], Experiment 2) found that not a single individual chose all three Kandinsky correspondences. [@bibr12-2041669519834042] found, in one experiment, that the dissident correspondences (36.8%) and Kandinsky correspondences (36.8%) were chosen most commonly, while, in a second experiment, more than half of their participants chose the dissident correspondences (54.2%). All other associations were chosen less frequently (16.7% or less). Evidence from experiments using the implicit association test has been mixed (cf. [@bibr12-2041669519834042]; [@bibr37-2041669519834042]; for more information on the use of the implicit association test as a measure of association, see [@bibr5-2041669519834042]; [@bibr45-2041669519834042]), and [@bibr32-2041669519834042] showed no evidence for Kandinsky\'s correspondences in a priming experiment.

Much of the research that has expanded beyond the three colours and three shapes of the Kandinsky correspondences has focused on 12 geometric shapes (triangle, square, circle, parallelogram, rhombus, hexagon, trapezium, oval, cone, pyramid, truncated cone, truncated pyramid; e.g., [@bibr7-2041669519834042]; [@bibr8-2041669519834042]; [@bibr9-2041669519834042]; [@bibr11-2041669519834042], 2016). Each shape is presented in the middle of a colour wheel---a set of 40 hues from the Natural Colour System, which are then divided into eight categories---blue, red, yellow, green, yellow/green, blue/red or purple, yellow/red or orange, blue/green---for the sake of analysis (see [@bibr38-2041669519834042], p. 18). The participant chooses the colour from the wheel that they feel best matches the shape in the centre. Across the four experiments of this type conducted by two different research groups, the triangle was consistently associated with the colour category 'yellow' and the circle with the category 'red' ([@bibr8-2041669519834042], [@bibr9-2041669519834042], [@bibr11-2041669519834042]; [@bibr38-2041669519834042], reported in [@bibr2-2041669519834042]). According to researchers such as [@bibr9-2041669519834042]) and [@bibr2-2041669519834042], certain shape features may be associated with different colour temperatures.^[1](#fn1-2041669519834042){ref-type="fn"}^ Overall, in the studies reported by these researchers, there appears to be a trend towards shapes based on the triangle and acute angles (rhombus, pyramid) being associated with yellow. Shapes that are not curved and include right or obtuse angles (e.g., square, hexagon, parallelogram, and truncated pyramid), mapped onto colder hues more consistently. Shapes consisting of curved lines, by contrast, were associated with warmer hues (circle, cone, oval). Testing for this effect of angles specifically, Malfatti ([@bibr38-2041669519834042], Experiment 3, also reported in [@bibr3-2041669519834042]) reported that acute angles were associated with warmer colours, while obtuse angles were associated with colder colours instead.

Malfatti\'s doctoral work alone attempted to expand the stimulus set in a way that systematically varied shapes (open/closed lines, symmetry, number of generating points, pointy/rounded) that individuals had to match to a wide array of colours (37 Berkeley Colour Project colours). Malfatti found that pointedness, complexity, and symmetry were important perceptual drivers of the saturation, lightness, red/greenness, and yellow/blueness of the colours that were chosen to match the shapes. But the way in which these factors were related was stimulus dependent (i.e., not consistent across the two types of shape stimuli sets---open line shapes and closed geometric shapes---presented to individuals). It is therefore obviously difficult to draw any general conclusions as to what shape features may drive colour choices, especially when no one has, at least not as far as we are aware, attempted to replicate this work until now. In addition, Malfatti uses a different method than all previous research, whereby individuals chose the three colours that they found most consistent and the three they considered most inconsistent with the presented shape. A statistical shape--colour association (SCA) score can then be calculated for each colour dimension based on the three most consistent and inconsistent choices.

To date, few researchers have attempted to grapple with the inconsistencies that have been reported across experiments and research groups in an in-depth manner. In fact, many of the introductions to this topic fail to mention these (e.g., [@bibr8-2041669519834042], [@bibr9-2041669519834042], [@bibr11-2041669519834042]) beyond calling into question the Kandinsky correspondences (e.g., [@bibr32-2041669519834042]), thus making it difficult for a reader of the literature to gain a realistic overview of the state of the field. What is clear is that it is an open question as to whether generalisable conclusions can be drawn about what perceptual features (e.g., perceptually rated dimension such as 'pointedness') may drive colour--shape associations and whether there is a consensus across samples of correspondences between specific shapes and colours that can be replicated reliably.

Intramodal and Crossmodal Correspondences {#sec4-2041669519834042}
-----------------------------------------

Strictly speaking, colour--shape correspondences are intramodal, at least as they are commonly assessed (namely by viewing shapes rather than, for instance, feeling them^[2](#fn2-2041669519834042){ref-type="fn"}^; for discussion of crossmodal correspondences involving shape evaluated in the tactile dimension for the case of sound symbolism, see [@bibr19-2041669519834042]). But much of the modern empirical work in this area, described earlier, has typically been grounded in the field of crossmodal correspondences research: that is, the bidirectional (i.e., transitive), nonarbitrary mappings between the attributes (or dimensions) of two sensory modalities, which can give rise to congruency effects in performance and are usually considered to match one another phenomenologically ([@bibr46-2041669519834042]; [@bibr55-2041669519834042]). Crossmodal and colour--shape correspondences are by no means a new field of study (e.g., [@bibr33-2041669519834042], [@bibr34-2041669519834042]). And, in recent years, the study of crossmodal correspondences has seen a large upswing and developed into a fully fledged field of multisensory research in its own right (e.g. see [@bibr47-2041669519834042]).

Furthermore, it has recently been argued that crossmodal correspondences could be a fundamental feature of multisensory perception (i.e., the integration of unisensory signals) and can perhaps be considered a likely third candidate alongside spatiotemporal and semantic congruency when it comes to solving the crossmodal binding problem ([@bibr17-2041669519834042]; [@bibr55-2041669519834042]). Intramodal correspondences and how they may relate to, and differ from, crossmodal correspondences remain unexplored areas, but much of the way we think about colour--shape correspondences is shaped by the field of crossmodal correspondences research. As such, investigating colour--shape correspondences can also tell us more about how different intramodal aspects of our senses are interlinked and, similarly to crossmodal correspondences, could have applied effects in the field of design and aesthetics (e.g., Ngo, Piqueras-Fiszman, & [@bibr56-2041669519834042]; [@bibr56-2041669519834042]; [@bibr62-2041669519834042]).

Causal Mechanisms of Colour--Shape Correspondences {#sec5-2041669519834042}
--------------------------------------------------

Spence et al. have suggested four explanations that might underlie the acquisition and nature of *crossmodal*^[3](#fn3-2041669519834042){ref-type="fn"}^ correspondences: affective, semantic, statistical, and structural ([@bibr46-2041669519834042]; [@bibr55-2041669519834042], [@bibr57-2041669519834042]). Of course, these are not mutually exclusive---any correspondence could find its causal origins in more than one of these explanations: Affective correspondences would be acquired through the association of two dimensions based on similar valences of emotions, pleasantness, or hedonic responses.Semantic correspondences are linguistically or conceptually mediated---associated features are linked because they are described using a similar semantic dimension and common label (e.g., weak/strong).Statistical correspondences depend on sensory and memory systems tracking the regularities in the patterns of sensory signals we receive through experience.Structural correspondences are either innate or exist due to the maturating of sensory coding structures across development and are posited to depend on common coding systems (e.g. for stimulus intensity or magnitude) as well as interaction effects resulting from neural connections between sensory processing areas.

[@bibr38-2041669519834042] has explored what causal mechanisms could underlie colour--shape correspondences by exploring affective associations. By using Osgood\'s semantic differential technique ([@bibr42-2041669519834042]), Malfatti found that both emotional (e.g., harmfulness, strength, anger) and nonemotional conceptual dimensions (e.g., pleasantness, preference)^[4](#fn4-2041669519834042){ref-type="fn"}^ associated with a shape and the three most consistently chosen and the three most inconsistently chosen colours exhibited large statistically significant correlations (e.g., for closed line shapes, anger, *r* = .62; harmfulness, *r* = .68; activity, *r* = .46; liking, *r* = .57; pleasantness, *r* = .57). Overall, individuals tended to choose colours they liked for shapes they liked, as well as colours more emotionally consistent in their associations with shapes that aligned with these emotional associations (also see [@bibr10-2041669519834042] for evidence that there may be cross preferences for colour and shape features among individuals).

Complexities Associated With Analysing Colour and Shape {#sec6-2041669519834042}
-------------------------------------------------------

Compared with some other dimensions explored to date in crossmodal correspondences research (e.g., taste, simple tones, 2D visual space), unisensory colour--shape correspondence research is made all the more complex by the many ways in which both colours and shapes can be characterised and analysed (see [Table 1](#table1-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}, although of course some crossmodal correspondences, such as smell--shape or smell--colour correspondences, run into similar complexity problems in terms of the stimuli). This is further complicated by the fact that many of the features of colours and shapes cannot be cleanly defined as prothetic dimensions that are organised as more or less than any other point on the dimension scale (e.g., loudness, brightness) and are instead conceptualised as metathetic features where the change in stimulus is a change in quality rather than in quantity (see [@bibr59-2041669519834042]; though for early discussion that red saturation at least could be classed as a prothetic dimension, see [@bibr44-2041669519834042], and [@bibr21-2041669519834042], supplementary material, for how hue can be statistically analysed in a circular fashion). Both the breadth of analysable features and, in some cases, their inherent metathetic nature can make comparison across features difficult, especially in the case of inconsistent results across examined features. [@bibr38-2041669519834042], for example, found variance in lightness in closed shapes was predicted by geometrically determined symmetry axes (8%), pointedness (11%), and concavities (12%) but was associated only with complexity (23%) when taking into account perceptual measures (i.e., like those measures denoted by \[P\] in [Table 1](#table1-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}, rather than more objective \[O\] shape characteristics). Table 1.Variety of Ways in Which Colour and Shape Features Can Be Categorised, Rated, and Perceived.Perceptual \[P\]Objective \[O\]ColourRed/Green Yellow/Blue Red Green Yellow Blue Lightness Saturation WarmthRGB Red, RGB Green, RGB Blue CMYK Cyan, CMYK Magenta, CMYK Yellow, CMYK Black HSL Hue, HSL Saturation, HSL Lightness LAB Lightness, LAB Green/Red, LAB Blue/YellowShapeRoundedness Symmetry ComplexitySymmetry by category Symmetry axes Concavities Generating points Number of sides Complexity by levels Roundedness by category[^1]

The Present Research {#sec7-2041669519834042}
--------------------

Previous research findings on colour--shape correspondences are incredibly mixed and complex, and the results are rarely replicated reliably and consistently outside of specific research groups (see [@bibr15-2041669519834042] for an extensive review of prior colour--shape correspondence research). As such, the objective of the following three online experiments (see [@bibr49-2041669519834042]; [@bibr64-2041669519834042] for examples of previous colour-related multisensory research using online methodologies) was to focus on what results might be replicable across three experiments using the exact same design and procedure but presenting three different sets of stimuli to three cross-cultural samples. To do this, a variety of statistical methods and ways of 'slicing' both shape and colour data will be used to demonstrate the complexity of analysing colour--shape correspondences so that future research can begin to tackle the following three questions more effectively: Are there colour--shape correspondences between specific shapes and hues?Do specific shape characteristics predict the colours that are chosen to best match them, and do they do so across different types of shape stimuli, experiments, and research groups?To what extent can the emotional mediation hypothesis ([@bibr43-2041669519834042]) account for colour--shape matching behaviour? That is to say, is there a correlation between the hedonic appraisals individuals make for a shape and the hedonic appraisals of the colour they choose that best matches the shape?

In regard to the first two questions, based on previous research (cf. closed vs. open line shape results in [@bibr38-2041669519834042]), we expected to find significant colour--shape association effects within each experiment but that these may be highly stimulus dependent and as such do not replicate consistently across the three experiments. Similarly, initial evidence from Malfatti suggests that emotional mediation effects are likely to be found, as they have been for other crossmodal correspondences involving colour (e.g., [@bibr21-2041669519834042]; [@bibr43-2041669519834042]; [@bibr53-2041669519834042]) and, as such, predicted that they would be present more consistently across the three experiments and three stimuli sets.

Method {#sec8-2041669519834042}
======

Participants {#sec9-2041669519834042}
------------

Three experiments were conducted to examine colour--shape correspondences. Participants were excluded if they reported (a) noncorrected vision impairments that would hinder perceiving the colour and shape stimuli correctly (including making a response to the City University colour blindness test that indicated some sort of colour deficiency); (b) that they experienced synaesthesia related to colours, shapes, and graphemes; and (c) exhibited repetitive responding patterns indicative of a failure to read and answer the questions properly (e.g., responding 100 on a large number of rating scales in a row).

A cross-cultural sample of participants was recruited online on Prolific (<https://prolific.ac>) with the requirement that participants be fluent in English, having a more than 98% acceptance rates on the platform to exclude fraudulent users and bots, and not having participated in any of the first author\'s previously conducted experiments related to colour or shape. Sixty-four participants took part in Experiment 1 (27 identified as female, mean age = 30.33 years, *SD* = 9.80), 68 participants participated in Experiment 2 (39 identified as female, 1 as agender, mean age = 31.41 years, *SD* = 9.69), and 75 participants participated in Experiment 3 (49 identified as female, mean age = 32.59 years, *SD* = 9.95). As highlighted by the mean ages of participants, one benefit of conducting this research online is gaining access to a broader sample of individuals than the undergraduate university students that much of psychological research is based on ([@bibr24-2041669519834042]; for a review of the representativeness and use of online samples for perception research, see [@bibr65-2041669519834042]).

Materials {#sec10-2041669519834042}
---------

Fifty-eight geometric shapes (see [Figure 2](#fig2-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}) were designed for use in Experiment 1 using Adobe Illustrator. They were designed to vary by roundedness (three levels: angular/rounded/spikey), symmetry (two levels: symmetrical/asymmetrical), and complexity. Complexity was varied by varying the number of sides (four levels: 1, 3, 4, 9) and levels of concavities (four levels: 0, 1, 2, 3) of the shape. These shapes are similar to those used by [@bibr38-2041669519834042] and are closest to the geometric shapes discussed by [@bibr30-2041669519834042] and the shape stimuli used in studies by Chen et al. ([@bibr8-2041669519834042], [@bibr9-2041669519834042], [@bibr11-2041669519834042]). Figure 2.The 58 geometric shapes presented in Experiment 1. Columns labelled 'S' are symmetrical shapes, and columns labelled 'A' are asymmetrical shapes.

Sixteen mandala shapes (see [Figure 3](#fig3-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}) were created for use in Experiment 2 using Adobe Illustrator and were designed to vary by roundedness (two levels: rounded/pointy), symmetry (two levels: symmetrical/asymmetrical), and complexity (four levels of increasing complexity created by adding additional repeating elements). Figure 3.The 16 mandala shapes presented in Experiment 2.

Twelve radial frequency (RF) shapes (see [Figure 4](#fig4-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}) were generated using the MATLAB code of Pi-Chun Huang (see online documentation of [@bibr60-2041669519834042]) and are most akin to the traditional Bouba/Kiki shapes used in sound symbolism research ([@bibr40-2041669519834042]; see [@bibr13-2041669519834042], for an example of how RF pattern shapes can be used in sound symbolism/crossmodal correspondences research). Furthermore, they tie in with other crossmodal correspondence work that has explored the relationship of shape and taste as well as shape and odour (e.g., Hanson-Vaux, Crisinel, & [@bibr56-2041669519834042]; [@bibr51-2041669519834042]). They were designed to vary by roundedness (two levels: rounded/pointy), symmetry (two levels: symmetrical/asymmetrical), and complexity (three levels of increasing complexity created by adding extra protruding points on each shape). Figure 4.The 12 RF shapes presented in Experiment 3.

Design and Procedure {#sec11-2041669519834042}
--------------------

The same design and procedure were used for all three experiments to facilitate the examination of replicability across studies of colour--shape correspondence effects. All three experiments were conducted using an online Qualtrics questionnaire that participants accessed through the participant recruitment platform Prolific. Participants provided their Prolific ID and were then requested to sit in front of their computer, set so that the stimuli could be viewed easily, in a normally lit room that was quiet and free from distractions. They then proceeded to give their informed consent to participate in the study. An outline of the structure and instructions for each section of the study were presented to the participants.

Participants were randomly and evenly allocated to one of two colour--shape matching task blocks where they were presented with the following instructions: 'For each shape please choose the colour that you think best matches it. There are no right or wrong answers. Please answer as intuitively as possible.' For each shape, the participant chose one of the 36 colours and rated how intuitive they found their preceding match on a scale of 'I chose completely randomly' to 'This match feels very right.' This was included to explore individual differences in experience of the task and each individual match. In one colour--shape matching block, the colours were presented in the same order (see [Figure 5](#fig5-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}) as is common in colour--shape correspondence research, while in the other, colours were presented in a randomised fashion. The data were collapsed across these two block conditions for all three experiments due to lack of significant differences in the perceptual colour characteristics chosen in the two blocks. Figure 5.The way in which the shape and colours were presented to participants during the colour--shape matching task block with nonrandomised colours. The 36 colours were chosen to cover a breadth of hues (in descending rows of three, column by column: red, orange, yellow, green, aquamarine, sky, blue, purple, pink, brown, white/grey, grey/black), presented both at full saturation (rows 2 and 5) and at different levels of lightness (rows 1 and 4: lighter than the fully saturated second row; rows 3 and 6: darker than the fully saturated fifth row). All shapes and colours throughout the experiment were presented on a grey background (\#BCBCBC).

After participants had chosen a colour for each shape, they were presented with four blocks in a random order, and they were asked to rate the valence (very unpleasant--very pleasant) and arousal (not at all arousing--very arousing) of all the colours and shapes in the study. To avoid any lexical ambiguity and confusion, the participants were reminded that 'arousing is meant in a nonsexual sense, it refers to a general state of activation and energy.'

In the final section of the study, the participants completed an array of psychometrics and individual difference questions including the Big Five Inventory ([@bibr28-2041669519834042]), 20-item Toronto Alexithymia Scale (measures alexithymia; [@bibr4-2041669519834042]), Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (measures visual mental imagery; [@bibr39-2041669519834042]), and Autism Spectrum Quotient ([@bibr6-2041669519834042]), questions regarding their age, gender, and cultural background, whether they experienced synaesthesia, and the City University online colour-blindness test ('A New Web-Based Colour Vision Test,' n.d.). Personality psychometrics are not discussed in this article because they are not key to the discussion of replicability of colour--shape correspondence findings and do not appear to explain any variance between individuals (for a full discussion of the role of individual differences in colour--shape correspondences, see [@bibr15-2041669519834042]). Upon finishing, the participants were presented with a completion code and URL and referred back to Prolific.

Additional Data {#sec12-2041669519834042}
---------------

Additional surveys were conducted to analyse the three experiments using Qualtrics surveys with participants recruited online through Prolific. Forty-one participants were asked to rate the perceptual (\[P\]) roundedness (rounded--pointy), symmetry (asymmetric--symmetric), and complexity (simple--complex) of the mandala and RF shapes presented in Experiments 2 and 3 on polar dimension rating scales, and a further 25 participants completed the same ratings for the 58 shapes used in Experiment 1. Another 36 participants rated the 36 colours on 9 perceptual (\[P\]) colour dimensions: red/green (red--green), yellow/blue (yellow--blue),^[5](#fn5-2041669519834042){ref-type="fn"}^ red (not all red--very red), green (not at all green--very green), yellow (not at all yellow--very yellow), blue (not at all blue--very blue), lightness (light--dark), saturation (unsaturated--saturated), and warmth (cold--warm).

Data Restructuring {#sec13-2041669519834042}
------------------

To analyse the data, it was formatted into two structures: Case-by-case data where each row represents one choice made by a participant and the columns contain all of the information on colour choices and their corresponding perceptual and objective information, valence and arousal ratings, and individual differences;SCA data where each row represents one shape and the columns correspond to the average perceptual colour feature associated with the colours chosen by individuals for that shape (e.g., red \[P\]) and perceptual and objective shape information, such as average perceptual shape ratings (e.g., complexity \[P\]) and the shape\'s corresponding shape categories and levels (e.g., symmetry \[O\] coded as the two levels of symmetrical and asymmetrical).

While the aggregate approach akin to the SCA analysis is most common in research on the crossmodal correspondences, it is arguably also worth considering case-by-case data as well (e.g., [@bibr48-2041669519834042]). Because perceptual colour--shape association analyses depend on consensual values of the perceptual characteristics of both the shapes and colours, SCA data alongside case-by-case data may be more applicable for investigating such perceptual effects. Because we cannot necessarily assume that hedonic appraisals are consistent across participants, it is especially in these analyses that case-by-case data may be particularly relevant and enlightening.

All analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics version 24.

Results {#sec14-2041669519834042}
=======

Colour and Shape Associations---Contingency Tables and Chi-Square Analyses {#sec15-2041669519834042}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the most common ways that many colour--shape correspondence studies have evaluated whether there are significant colour--shape associations is through chi-square analyses of the categorical factors of shape and colour categories. To avoid cell counts that may be too small during chi-square analyses, the thirty-six colours were grouped into 12 triplets by colour hue as described in [Figure 5](#fig5-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"} (red, orange, yellow, green, aquamarine, sky, blue, purple, pink, brown, white/grey, grey/black). Pearson chi-square analyses were conducted to determine whether colour and shape were significantly associated in each of the three experiments. Colour and shape revealed significant associations in both Experiments 1 (χ^2^ = 1052, *df* = 627, *p* \< .001) and 3 (χ^2^ = 226, *df* = 121, *p* \< .001), but not for Experiment 2.
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While there does appear to be a significant association between red and the circle (*z* = 2.0), as has been shown previously, the commonly found association between yellow and the triangle ([@bibr8-2041669519834042], [@bibr9-2041669519834042], [@bibr11-2041669519834042]; [@bibr38-2041669519834042], published in [@bibr2-2041669519834042]) was not found. Furthermore, a larger residual was found for the circle and the yellow hue triplet (*z* = 2.9). Note that larger residuals, specifically those of 2 or more, can be interpreted as significantly larger cell counts than would be expected by chance, thus indicating that some form of nonrandom association exists between that specific shape and colour category, while negative residuals of −2 and less can be considered as significantly lower than expected, indicating that this colour category was chosen significantly less often than would have been expected if all colours were chosen with the same frequency.

While significant associations were found between specific shapes and colour hues in both Experiments 1 and 3, it is difficult with this type of analysis to make testable hypotheses for future research that extend beyond the specific stimuli sets used here. The reason for this being that each shape has its own set of perceptual characteristics that cannot readily be compared with another shape without further analysis and conceptualisation of each shape. As such, we must analyse both colour and shape in a way that allows us to examine the effect of perceivable colour and shape features.

Colour and Shape Associations---Cluster Analyses by RGB Colour Characteristics {#sec16-2041669519834042}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are many ways of categorising and analysing colour and shape more broadly, as discussed earlier. Instead of dividing colours into categories determined by the experimenter\'s own understanding of them (or more accurately, the arbitrary divisions dictated by the need to create equal groups for statistical analysis), one could, for example, also use statistical methods to create clusters of colours. A two-step cluster analysis was conducted on 10 sets of the RGB colour values (RGB red \[O\], RGB green \[O\], RGB blue \[O\]) corresponding to each of the 36 colours (360 × 3 table). A two-step cluster analysis was performed on these 360 rows of data using Euclidean distances. This resulted in 6 clusters with a fair silhouette measure of cohesion and separation of 0.5. [Table 4](#table4-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"} shows what colours each cluster contains (for further information on cluster analysis, see Cluster Analysis: Basic Concepts and Algorithms, n.d.; Rousseeuw, [@bibr50-2041669519834042]). Table 4.Colours Contained in Each Cluster and Their Corresponding Mean RGB Values Obtained by a Two-Step Cluster Analysis of the RGB Data for all 36 Colours.ClusterRGB red meanRGB green meanRGB blue mean1![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img71.jpg)173.40224.40218.402![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img72.jpg)179.4061.20239.203![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img73.jpg) ![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img74.jpg)124.1762.4228.254![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img75.jpg)0.50203.75184.005![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img76.jpg)24.000.00187.336![](10.1177_2041669519834042-img77.jpg)219.71197.5758.43[^4]

Instead of examining shape in terms of each individual shape as shown earlier, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted for each experiment to examine the differences in the case-by-case data of perceptually rated (\[P\]) colour characteristics of roundedness, symmetry, and complexity between the six clusters. In Experiment 1, there were significant differences in perceptual shape characteristics based on cluster membership, *F*(15, 10225) = 3.813, *p* \< .0001; Wilk\'s λ = .985, partial η^2^ = .005. Statistically significant differences in roundedness, *F*(5, 3706) = 2.285, *p* = .044, partial η^2^ = .003; symmetry, *F*(5, 3706) = 4.185, *p* = .001, partial η^2^ = .006; and complexity, *F*(5, 3706) = 2.486, *p* = .030, partial η^2^ = .003 were found based on cluster membership. That is to say, the roundedness, symmetry, and complexity appear to have influenced what colour was chosen for a shape when colours are clustered into the six clusters outlined in [Table 4](#table4-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}. No significant differences were found between clusters in Experiment 2.

In Experiment 3, there were significant differences in perceptual shape characteristics (\[P\]) based on cluster membership, *F*(15, 2463) = 4.043, *p* \< .001; Wilk\'s λ = .935, partial η^2^ = .022. Statistically significant differences in roundedness, *F*(5, 894) = 7.888, *p* \< .0001, partial η^2^ = .042, and complexity, *F*(5, 894) = 3.695, *p* = .003, partial η^2^ = .020, were found based on cluster membership.

[Figure 6](#fig6-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean perceptual (\[P\]) roundedness, symmetry, and complexity for each cluster in each experiment as well as which group differences were found to be significant in Tukey post hoc tests. There are few, if any, discernible trends that are consistent across the three experiments for each shape characteristic. Figure 6.Tables showing the mean perceptual (\[P\]) roundedness, symmetry, and complexity for each colour cluster across the three experiments. Significant group differences (α = .05) are indicated with a bar and '\*'.

Colour and Shape Associations---MANOVAs of Case-By-Case Data {#sec17-2041669519834042}
------------------------------------------------------------

Another way in which to examine colour--shape associations is to examine the effect of each category level of shape characteristics on the perceptual colour characteristics for each colour chosen in the case-by-case data. To do this, a MANOVA was conducted for each experiment with the perceptual chosen colour characteristics as the dependent variable and the shape characteristic categories as the independent variables. The significant between-participant effects for each experiment are detailed in [Tables 5](#table5-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"} to [7](#table7-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}. Table 5.Significant Between-Participant Effects of Shape Categories on Perceptual Colour Characteristics for Case-By-Case Data in Experiment 1.Source of variation from objective shape characteristics \[O\]Dependent variable perceptual colour characteristics \[P\]*Fdfp*SymmetryGreen4.9071.027RoundednessRed3.4542.032ConcavitiesYellow9.9823.000Blue6.8813.000Saturation6.3083.000Warmth10.6443.000Number of sides as levelsYellow5.2173.001Blue4.4973.004Lightness8.3393.000Saturation6.1363.000Symmetry × Number of Sides as LevelsGreen6.0003.000Yellow2.6703.046Roundedness × ConcavitiesYellow3.5436.002Lightness2.6996.013Warmth2.6056.016Roundedness × Number of Sides as LevelsYellow2.7924.025Blue2.9464.019Symmetry × Roundedness × ConcavitiesYellow2.7306.012 Table 6.Significant Between-Participant Effects of Shape Categories on Perceptual Colour Characteristics for Case-By-Case Data in Experiment 2.Source of variation from objective shape characteristics \[O\]Dependent variable perceptual \[P\] colour characteristics*Fdfp*RoundednessLightness7.6791.006ComplexityYellow-Blue4.4403.004Yellow4.3853.004Lightness4.3173.005 Table 7.Significant Between-Participant Effects of Shape Categories on Perceptual Colour Characteristics for Case-By-Case Data in Experiment 3.Source of variation from objective shape characteristics \[O\]Dependent variable perceptual \[P\] colour characteristics*Fdfp*SymmetryLightness4.7051.030RoundednessRed-Green9.8241.002Red9.7431.002Saturation9.7521.002ComplexityYellow-Blue3.6322.027Yellow4.1682.016Lightness3.4512.032Symmetry × ComplexitySaturation7.2892.001Roundedness × ComplexityGreen3.6132.027

In Experiment 1, increased symmetry was associated with less greenness in the colours chosen. Angular and pointy shapes were less red than round shapes, and, overall, shapes with 1 concavity (vs. 0, 2, or 3 concavities) resulted in warmer, more yellow, less blue, and more saturated colours being chosen. Increasing the number of sides resulted in darker colour matches. Three-sided shapes were associated with the most saturated and bluest colour choices. Four-sided shapes were associated with lowest mean yellow colour choices, while one-sided shapes (i.e., variations on circles and ovals) were associated with more yellow colour choices. To be able to compare the number of sides with complexity \[O\], it should be noted that perceptual complexity increases with number of sides (1 side, mean = 11.67; 3 sides, mean = 20.32; 4 sides, mean = 29.87; 9 sides, mean = 63.56).

In Experiment 2, rounded shapes (vs. pointy) are associated with lighter colours. Shapes in the low-medium complexity group had the highest levels of yellow, while more complex shapes were associated with darker colours. In Experiment 3, symmetrical shapes were associated with darker colours, while roundedness was associated with redder, less green, and less saturated colours. Increasing shape complexity was associated with more yellow, less blue, and lighter colour choices in Experiment 3 (see [Figure 7](#fig7-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 7.Graphs showing the average yellowness (first row) and lightness (second row) of colour choices at different levels of complexity \[O\] across the three experiments. In the case of Experiment 1, the number of sides \[O\] is taken as a proxy for complexity. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

The only consistent relationship across the three experiments appears to be an association between complexity with lightness \[P\] and yellow \[P\]. If we compare the number of sides as levels \[O\] in Experiment 1 (which have increasing complexity \[P\] with an increasing number of sides) with the effect of complexity \[O\] in Experiments 2 and 3 (see [Figure 7](#fig7-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}), we can see, however, that this effect is not consistent in direction. Sometimes it is even completely opposite in direction, as is the case for lightness in Experiments 1 versus 3, where chosen colour lightness increases and decreases, respectively, with the increased complexity of the presented shape.

Perceptual Colour and Shape Characteristics Associations---SCA Data {#sec18-2041669519834042}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Another way to evaluate colour--shape associations by perceptual ratings is to look at correlations in the SCA data between perceptual colour and shape characteristics. As discussed earlier, this may be a better way in which to understand colour--shape perceptual associations than case-by-case data when looking at overall effects across the sample. The significant correlation results between perceptual shape and colour characteristics are presented in [Table 8](#table8-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}. It should be noted that no correlation is statistically significant consistently across the three experiments and that only the relationship between complexity and less blue colour choices survives a strict Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison. Furthermore, when compared with the ANOVAs conducted on the case-by-case data using category shape information, we see certain effects reflected in the SCA correlation results, but others are not borne out across the change in statistical test and shape feature. For example, the relationship between lightness and roundedness in Experiment 2 is found in both statistical tests, but the relationship of complexity with yellow and blue hues found in the ANOVAs is not found consistently in the perceptual SCA data. Therefore, by using a variety of tests, a more complex picture of colour--shape correspondences emerges. Table 8.Significant Correlations in the SCA Data Between Perceptual Shape Characteristics (\[P\]) and Perceptual Colour Characteristics (\[P\]) Across the Three Experiments.Experiment 1Experiment 2Experiment 3RoundednessRed/Green----*r* = .592, *p* = .042Red----*r* = −.722, *p* = .008Green*r* = −.293, *p* = .026----Lightness*r* = .265, *p* = .045*r* = .500, *p* = .048--SymmetryGreen*r* = −.275, *p* = .037----ComplexityYellow/Blue*r* = −.382, *p* = .003--*r* = −.670, *p* = .017Yellow*r* = .277, *p* = .035--*r* = .756, *p* = .004Blue*r* = −.464, *p* = .000----Lightness*r* = .304, *p* = .020--*r* = −.602, *p* = .038Warmth*r* = .296, *p* = .024----[^5]

In [@bibr38-2041669519834042] study, the effect of the relationship of the perceptual shape dimensions on perceptual colour characteristics in the SCA data was examined using stepwise multiple linear regression. Replicating this methodology here, the SCA data are examined through stepwise multiple linear regressions, where each perceptual colour characteristic is entered as a dependent variable to be predicted by the perceptual shape characteristics of roundedness, symmetry, and complexity. No single relationship is found to be consistent across the three experiments (see [Figure 8](#fig8-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}), although some relationships are consistent with the correlation findings shown in [Table 8](#table8-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}. The results of Experiment 2 are not presented because only 25% of the variance of lightness was predicted by roundedness, whereby the pointier a shape was, the darker the colour chosen. Furthermore, while the results of Experiment 3 in regard to the relationships between complexity--lightness and redness--roundedness are consistent with Malfatti\'s ([@bibr38-2041669519834042], p. 82) results for closed geometric shapes, they are at odds with Malfatti\'s findings on saturation and yellow/blueness. Neither the results of Experiment 1 nor Experiment 2 are consistent with the results of Malfatti\'s SCA stepwise linear regression. On the other hand, the stepwise linear regression results for the SCA data are more in line with the case-by-case ANOVA results in regard to the association between complexity and yellow and blue hues than the SCA correlation data. Figure 8.Multiple stepwise linear regression results for SCA data where perceptual shape characteristics predict perceptual colour characteristics for Experiments 1 and 3. The percentage of variance explained is annotated above each bar segment. The '+' denotes a positive relationship and '−' a negative relationship for all bar segments. Note that roundedness is measured on a scale from round (−) to pointy (+).

Emotional Mediation Hypothesis Correlation Analyses---SCA Versus Case-By-Case Data {#sec19-2041669519834042}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are three ways in which we could think about liking and arousal appraisals having an effect on colour--shape correspondences. The first and most common way in which emotional mediation is examined in crossmodal correspondence research is to see whether there are significant correlations between the liking and arousal of a shape and the liking and arousal of the colour chosen for that shape (e.g., Velasco, [@bibr65-2041669519834042]; [@bibr62-2041669519834042]; [@bibr63-2041669519834042]).

In Experiment 1, both on a case-by-case (see [Table 9](#table9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}) and SCA data level (see [Table 10](#table10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}), there is strong evidence for emotional mediation, although the correlation appears to be a lot stronger when considered through the aggregating lens of the SCA data. It should be noted that this emotional mediation does not only exist between matching appraisals but also between shape liking and chosen colour arousal (and vice versa). This is not so surprising when considering the strong correlation between shape liking and arousal as well as chosen colour liking and arousal. Table 9.Pearson Correlation Matrix for Shape Liking and Arousal and the Liking and Arousal of the Colour Chosen for That Shape in Experiment 1 When Analysing Case-By-Case Data.Shape likingShape arousalChosen colour likingChosen colour arousalCorrelationShape liking1Shape arousal.464[\*\*](#table-fn6-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour liking.190[\*\*](#table-fn6-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.108[\*\*](#table-fn6-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour arousal.139[\*\*](#table-fn6-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.163[\*\*](#table-fn6-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.479[\*\*](#table-fn6-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1[^6] Table 10.Pearson Correlation Matrix for Shape Liking and Arousal and the Liking and Arousal of the Colour Chosen for That Shape in Experiment 1 When Analysing SCA Data.Shape likingShape arousalChosen colour likingChosen colour arousalCorrelationShape liking1Shape arousal.824[\*\*](#table-fn9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour liking.433[\*\*](#table-fn9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.501[\*\*](#table-fn9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour arousal.296[\*](#table-fn9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.360[\*\*](#table-fn9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.564[\*\*](#table-fn9-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1[^7][^8][^9]

In Experiment 2, the statistically significant correlations between all variables are also found in the case-by-case data (see [Table 11](#table11-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}) as in Experiment 1, although the SCA data (see [Table 12](#table12-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}) in this case do not present as strong evidence as Experiment 1 for emotional mediation. Nevertheless, even in the SCA data, chosen colour liking is associated with both shape liking and arousal. Table 11.Pearson Correlation Matrix for Shape Liking and Arousal and the Liking and Arousal of the Colour Chosen for That Shape in Experiment 2 When Analysing Case-By-Case Data.Shape likingShape arousalChosen colour likingChosen colour arousalCorrelationShape liking1Shape arousal.495[\*\*](#table-fn10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour liking.311[\*\*](#table-fn10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.325[\*\*](#table-fn10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour arousal.192[\*\*](#table-fn10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.229[\*\*](#table-fn10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.512[\*\*](#table-fn10-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1[^10] Table 12.Pearson Correlation Matrix for Shape Liking and Arousal and the Liking and Arousal of the Colour Chosen for That Shape in Experiment 2 When Analysing SCA Data.Shape likingShape arousalChosen colour likingChosen colour arousalCorrelationShape liking1Shape arousal.850[\*\*](#table-fn13-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour liking.547[\*](#table-fn12-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.506[\*](#table-fn12-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour arousal.302.196.2671[^11][^12][^13]

In Experiment 3, when we consider the case-by-case data (see [Table 13](#table13-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}), there is evidence for a statistically significant small to medium correlation between shape arousal and chosen colour arousal, while the other correlations, between shape liking and chosen colour liking, are very small, albeit statistically significant. The SCA data (see [Table 14](#table14-2041669519834042){ref-type="table"}) reveal a large and statistically significant correlation between shape liking and chosen colour arousal, but all other emotional mediation effects are not statistically significant. Table 13.Pearson Correlation Matrix for Shape Liking and Arousal and the Liking and Arousal of the Colour Chosen for That Shape in Experiment 3 When Analysing Case-By-Case Data.Shape likingShape arousalChosen colour likingChosen colour arousalCorrelationShape liking1Shape arousal.250[\*\*](#table-fn15-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1Chosen colour liking.067[\*](#table-fn14-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.0191Chosen colour arousal.069[\*](#table-fn14-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.247[\*\*](#table-fn15-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}.494[\*\*](#table-fn15-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}1[^14][^15] Table 14.Pearson Correlation Matrix for Shape Liking and Arousal and the Liking and Arousal of the Colour Chosen for That Shape in Experiment 3 When Analysing SCA Data.Shape likingShape arousalChosen colour likingChosen colour arousalCorrelationShape liking1Shape arousal.8561Chosen colour liking−.028.1501Chosen colour arousal.750[\*\*](#table-fn18-2041669519834042){ref-type="table-fn"}−.064.3681[^16][^17][^18]

In sum, then, the case-by-case data show more consistent evidence of emotional mediation effects, while the SCA does not have a specific pairing that is always significant but does overall also point towards the fact that individuals may be choosing colours based on the liking and arousal appraisals they make of both the shape and chosen colour. Arguably, it is the case-by-case data that better show whether an emotional mediation effect is taking place for this first type of emotional mediation because it reflects the matching behaviour of individuals at a choice-by-choice level. The SCA data on the other hand can show only emotional mediation effects if there is overall consistency between participants in terms of how colours and shapes are rated in terms of liking and arousal (i.e., if consensus exists concerning the extent and direction of liking and arousal for both shapes and colours). Where there is no consensus, the SCA is likely to show no emotional mediation effect. However, provided that each individual participant has more commonly matched colours and shapes emotionally congruent in terms of their own appraisals, the emotional mediation effect can still be picked up by case-by-case data analysis. As such, it is this type of data analysis that can more accurately answer whether individuals are matching colours and shapes based on hedonic appraisals.

A second way in which one can conceive of the emotional mediation of colour--shape matches is to consider whether shape appraisals have an effect on the types of colours that are chosen, as measured by their perceptual features. After correcting for multiple comparisons, the SCA data reveal that in Experiment 1 at least, shape arousal is associated with decreased green in colour choices (*r* = −.402, *p* = .002). This association between shape arousal and decreased greenness is also found in the case-by-case data (Red/Green: *r* = .108, *p* \< .001, Green: *r* = −.059, *p* \< .001) in Experiment 1. In Experiments 2 and 3, by contrast, none of the correlations remain significant in the SCA data after a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

The third way in which one can conceive of emotional mediation is to explore whether certain shape characteristics lead to the choice of colours that vary in terms of participants\' liking and arousal ratings of them. After making a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, in Experiment 1, there was a statistically significant medium-sized correlation between symmetry and chosen colour liking in Experiment 1 (*r* = .359, *p* = .006) found in the SCA data, which is also present in the case-by-case data (but which would not remain significant after correcting for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction, *r* = −.043, *p* = .009). No significant correlations were found in the SCA and case-by-case data for Experiment 2. In Experiment 3, the SCA data revealed a large negative correlation between roundedness and chosen colour arousal (*r* = −.784, *p* = .003), which is also present in the case-by-case data (but would not remain significant after correcting for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction, *r* = −.072, *p* = .030).

Discussion {#sec20-2041669519834042}
==========

Replicable Findings in the Context of Colour--Shape Correspondences Research {#sec21-2041669519834042}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistent evidence for the existence of colour--shape correspondences could take two main forms. In the first instance, replicable findings would link a specific shape to a specific colour or set of hues across experiments. In the case of the three experiments reported here, only Experiments 1 and 3 revealed evidence of significant colour and shape associations of this type. It appears, then, to answer the first of the questions posed at the start of this article, that there can be colour--shape correspondences between specific shapes and hues for at least some shape stimuli. Whether these would be reliably replicated remains a question for future research. It should be noted, though, that even for the limited stimuli set of the Kandinsky shapes and colours (triangle, square, circle---red, blue, yellow), this type of evidence has not been consistent across experiments even if there do appear to be certain associations that are found more commonly than others for this particular set of stimuli (see earlier discussion and [Figure 1](#fig1-2041669519834042){ref-type="fig"}; see Chapter 2 in [@bibr15-2041669519834042]; [@bibr15-2041669519834042]).

The second type of evidence for colour--shape correspondences would involve characteristics of a shape (e.g., roundedness) measured either perceptually or objectively, being associated with certain colour characteristics (e.g., redness). Even if specific colour--shape correspondences cannot be found reliably across experiments, such predictive associations may still exist, which is why we posed the second question earlier: Do specific shape characteristics predict the colours that are chosen, and do they do so reliably across stimuli sets and experiments? As predicted, it is certainly possible to find statistically significant and interesting trends of this nature within each colour--shape correspondence experiment. Significant results may not be found using each type of method of analysis, but within each experiment, certain shape characteristics were found to predict the nature of the colours chosen to best match the shapes. However, it is in the search for these types of colour--shape associations being replicable across stimuli that the current set of experiments has fallen short of finding evidence for. Therefore, to answer the second of the three questions posed at the start of this article, we do not find consistent evidence for specific shape characteristics predicting what colours are chosen across the three stimuli sets investigated using the same experimental design. While this may appear to constitute a blow to the notion that colour--shape correspondences exist, it is certainly not a surprising result in light of the mixed and complex nature of past research in this field. Of course, the field of research should remain open to accepting the null hypothesis that such replicable, consensual effects across cultural samples, experiments, and research groups may simply not exist. That being said, the results do show sufficient highly significant results and reasonable effect sizes that it seems inappropriate to accept the null hypothesis outright that this second type of colour--shape correspondence relationship does not exist at all ([@bibr18-2041669519834042]). It may simply be that such relationships are highly stimuli dependent, depending both on the nature and range of stimuli used.

The final question we posed earlier is whether colour--shape matches are emotionally mediated. Indeed, there are reasonably consistent results across the three experiments indicating that whatever colour choices individuals may be making in terms of the perceptual colour features associated with them, they may in part be driven by the preference and arousal appraisals that individuals hold for colours and shapes. This is in line with an explanation in terms of the emotional mediation hypothesis ([@bibr43-2041669519834042]) that has been replicated in the case of colour--shape correspondences ([@bibr38-2041669519834042]) and a variety of other crossmodal correspondences (e.g., [@bibr43-2041669519834042]; [@bibr53-2041669519834042]; [@bibr61-2041669519834042]; [@bibr63-2041669519834042]), including colour-grapheme associations ([@bibr35-2041669519834042]; [@bibr54-2041669519834042]). As such, it would seem reasonable to pursue and expand on how affective and semantic mechanisms may underlie colour--shape correspondences in future research.

Potential Sources of Variation in Colour--Shape Correspondence Findings {#sec22-2041669519834042}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The variation in SCAs found in the present study and past research could be caused by a variety of factors. At the sceptical end, we may argue that colour--shape correspondences are not a very strong, replicable, or dependable phenomenon and need to be discussed with more scrutiny by those researchers working in the field. Although the latter need is undoubtedly true, the lack of consistent results across the present three experiments could have been caused by the culturally diverse samples used. Much of the previous research has been conducted on university students with each research group presumably limiting themselves to participants from the same cultural background. This, arguably, could mean that individuals have more similar real-world associations with certain shapes, which could, in turn, result in more consistent colour--shape matching behaviour. As was discussed earlier, however, the results are not convincingly consistent even within such cultural samples. Therefore, other factors must be at play if we do not want to dismiss colour--shape correspondences outright. Furthermore, this explanation alone would speak against the universality of colour--shape correspondences, or at least that they are shared by a large number of people, which some have argued is a key feature of crossmodal correspondences ([@bibr55-2041669519834042]).

In the case of these three experiments reported here, one may argue that the fact that the experiments were conducted online (adding some variation in colour lightness and hue through differences in monitors between participants) may have resulted in inconsistent results. While this may be true for the case-by-case data, the SCA data being an aggregate measure should be less affected by this potential confounding factor and yet shows similar inconsistencies across experiments. Finally, when considering [@bibr38-2041669519834042] results, which also showed different results between sets of shape stimuli, alongside these three experiments, it appears quite likely that colour--shape correspondences are a stimulus-dependent phenomenon. Each set of stimuli comes with its own set of appraisals and real-world, semantic, and emotional associations, which may be driving these inconsistencies. In addition, colour--shape correspondence research may simply not yet have found the right way in which to categorise, rate, and conceive of shape features that may be relevant to colour--shape correspondences. This lack of an ideal way of systematising shapes may be standing in the way of finding more consistent colour--shape correspondences.

A likely explanation is that a variety of the other factors detailed earlier contributed to the inconsistent results across experiments. In addition, colour--shape correspondence experiments may be examining a correspondence that is simply not a very strong phenomenon to begin with. Furthermore, the fact that many of the features of shape and colour that may be relevant for colour--shape correspondences are metathetic attributes, rather than more easily ordered prothetic dimensions, may further complicate the analysis and generalisability of colour--shape correspondence research. However, in contrast, crossmodal correspondences related to both colour and shape, including colour--taste and shape--taste correspondences, have been demonstrated reliably across many studies and decades of research (e.g., [@bibr58-2041669519834042]; [@bibr62-2041669519834042]), so it is not the nature of colour and shape alone that can be blamed for the inconsistencies in colour--shape correspondence research (and indeed, as noted earlier, saturation and hue have been conceived as prothetic dimensions by some, see [@bibr21-2041669519834042]; [@bibr44-2041669519834042]). With little research on intramodal correspondences having been published to date, it is difficult to assess whether the intramodal nature of colour--shape correspondences is the defining difference to the more reliably evidenced crossmodal correspondences related to colour and shape.

Overall, within the context of colour--shape correspondences, the many sources of variation, the evidence for it being a stimuli-dependent phenomenon, and the individual differences between participants that could play a role highlight the need for going beyond between-subjects designs and analyses and taking into account within-subject effects (for an in-depth look and comparison between both between- and within-subjects analyses for the earlier experiments and others, please see Chapter 3 of the doctoral dissertation [@bibr15-2041669519834042]).

Concluding Thoughts {#sec23-2041669519834042}
-------------------

If future researchers want to deepen our understanding of the nature of colour--shape correspondences and be able to find generalisable hypotheses about what shape characteristics are predictably associated with what colour features, especially when wider arrays of shapes and colours are presented to individuals, researchers will need to engage and wrestle with a number of issues: Sources of variation: disentangling how the factors detailed earlier may affect colour--shape correspondences using both between-participant and within-participant designs.Understanding of stimuli: search for new ways of conceiving of, and classifying, shapes and colours (including, e.g., other perceptual ratings but also potential objective methods, such as computational analyses of shapes).Statistical analysis: consider how best to analyse colour--shape correspondences and consider evaluating them based not only on averages (SCA values) but also on a case-by-case basis using both between-participant and within-participant methods.Critical review: present colour--shape correspondence research with the scrutiny it requires while casting a critical eye on the overall state of the field and the replicability of the findings therein.

While the field may yet be small and not be able to boast strong, replicable findings, it would also be incorrect to not further pursue the investigation of colour--shape correspondences or to write them off as a nonexistent phenomenon in the light of research conducted to date. Especially because intramodal correspondences remain an understudied field and colour and shape are commonly examined features in crossmodal correspondence research, colour--shape correspondences offer an excellent inlet into exploring the relationship between intramodal and crossmodal correspondences.
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Colour temperature has been treated in colour--shape correspondences research as either a semantic concept without much elucidation (e.g., [@bibr12-2041669519834042]) or a simple division of the 40 NCS colour hue wheel into a warm half---yellowish greens, yellow, oranges, reds, and pinkish purples---and a cold half---greens, blueish greens, blue, and bluish purples (see [@bibr38-2041669519834042], p. 40).

Shape as a feature is therefore overall an amodal dimension but is here being assessed visually.

While colour--shape correspondences may be an intramodal correspondence (and shape is, strictly speaking, an amodal dimension), it stands to reason that similar mechanisms may underlie the existence of intramodal associations.

Arguably though, there is no strict differentiation between these emotional and nonemotional categories that [@bibr38-2041669519834042] uses, and indeed, preference is considered elsewhere as a variable that falls under emotional mediation ([@bibr43-2041669519834042]).

[@bibr38-2041669519834042] explored redness, greenness, yellowness, and blueness by asking individuals to rate them on scales of red-green and yellow-blue. We have chosen to use the same scales, for the sake of being able to compare our results with previous research, but have also included separate colour dimensions that range from 'not at all\' to 'very\' for each respective colour.

[^1]: *Note*. Here, and in the rest of the article, colour and shape features rated by individuals are referred to as perceptual and denoted by a \[P\]. These are usually rated on a polar dimension rating scale (e.g., redness may be rated on a scale from *not at all red* to *very red*, while complexity may be rated on a scale from simple -- complex). Alongside these perceptual qualities, shapes and colours can be classified using more objective measures \[O\], such as levels or categories the researcher has assigned to shapes based on their observable qualities and the method by which they were designed. Objective colour information is determined by formal colour systems. It should be noted that objective colour information has not been used in previous research, and our focus overall will be on perceptual measures of colour for the sake of brevity as we compare results across three experiments. That is to say, colours are rated on various perceptual dimensions (e.g., lightness, light-dark) by a group of participants, instead of, for example, the HSL colour system\'s lightness value being used as an objective measure.

[^2]: *Note*. The 'average' row represents the average percentage of individuals choosing each colour category across all shapes.

[^3]: *Note*. The 'average' row represents the average percentage of individuals choosing each colour category across all shapes.

[^4]: *Note*. These clusters were used to analyse all three experiments.

[^5]: SCA = shape--colour association

[^6]: Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).

[^7]: *Note*. SCA = shape--colour association.

[^8]: Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

[^9]: Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).

[^10]: Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).

[^11]: *Note*. SCA = shape--colour association.

[^12]: Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

[^13]: Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).

[^14]: Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

[^15]: Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).

[^16]: *Note*. SCA = shape--colour association.

[^17]: Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

[^18]: Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed).
